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1. Introduction 

I am a foreigner joined to work in the Japanese Company, After I graduated in Graduate 

Program in Japan. In order to develop engineering knowledge together with career pass, I had 

understood that the professional licenses are necessary. Most of my colleague take the 技 術士, 

however the exam required professional Japanese writing skill, it is really hard for me. In 

additional, I also wanted to get the license that is popular in International. Then I found and 

decided to get PE license. 

Thank you for the JSPE, I have successfully completed the PE registration. I think my case 

may be a bit special, but I write here my registration experience as bellow. I am very happy if it 

could be a reference for the further.    

 

2. Registration Procedure Preparation (10/2019 –12/2019) 

I have joined the PE registration seminar （PE登録説明会） of JSPE, I understand that the 

registration procedure is slightly different among States, however it mainly consist of 

“Credentials Evaluation”, “Work Experience”, and “Professional References”. In the Oregon PE 

registration homepage, I recognized the most convenient way is “Using my NCEES Record” as in 

the Fig. 1.  

 

Fig.1 PE registration using my NCEES Record (State of Oregon homepage) 
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Fig.2 is the content of the NCEES Record, the required information is required verified by 

NCEES based on the documents submitted directly to NCEES. I submitted the documents and 

got the verification step by step. 

 

 

Fig.2 My NCEES Record 

 

3. Credentials Evaluation (01/2020 – 03/2021) 

This procedure took time the most for me. Since I graduated from Non-US Program, I must 

to the Evaluation. The “Official Academic Transcript”, Official Diploma or Certificate of 

Graduation”, and “Official Course Descriptions” are required, in which, the first one must be 

mailed from School directly to NCEES (Fig.3). This procedure took me the most time during PE 

registration procedure, because my University where I got my Bachelor did not have any Course 

Descriptions even written in Vietnamese. However, the University could provide official stamp if 

I write the Course descriptions by myself. I again investigate NCEES homepage and found the 

sample, as in figure 4. I started to create the procedure from Jan. 2020 and finished in Feb. 2021. 

After that, I sent the Course Description written in English to the University for their 

verification, then 1 months later they approved and sent all materials to the NCEES directly. 

NCEES took about 2 weeks for their evaluation, and I got their approval in middle of Mar. 2021.   
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Fig.3 Required materials for Credentials Evaluation 

 

 

Fig.4 Sample of Course descriptions 

 

4. Work Experience (4/2021 – 8/2021) 

I had written the Work Experience after got Credentials Evaluation successfully. My first 

draft was very similar to the popular form of a CV. I would like to thanks to the JSPE mentor 

who checked and give me a lot of advices to modify my work experience. In addition, I also 

needed to describe conform to NCEES guidance, that each entry should be broken in to Task, 

Duties and Projects. The guidance is presented in the figure 5. I finished upload the work 

experience in to NCEES on Aug. 2021. 
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Fig.5 Guidance to describe work experience of NCEES 

 

5. Professional References (9/2021 – 11/2021) 

In the case of using my NCEES record, the professional references also need to meet the 

NCEES requirement. They required five professional references in which three of references 

must be PE (Fig. 6). By joining actives of JSPE such as Engineering Salon I have chance to meet 

many PE in Japan. I did one presentation and discussion in one Engineering Salon, and then I 

was very appreciated to have two of Reference from JSPE members. Another PE reference is my 

colleague. Two of non-PE References was my group leader and colleague. One thing should be 

note that, the email of NCEES is sent directly to the Reference without notice me, but the 

non-PE Japanese engineers almost ignore the English email. 
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Fig.6 NCEES requirement of Professional References 

 

6. Submit the Application (12/2021) 

I downloaded the application from the homage of Oregon State, then fill the form. The point 

is that I need to check “YES” in the question “Have you establish an NCEES record?” (Fig.7). I 

did not need to fill the Form E to G, instead of that I only need to check the box “See my 

transmitted NCEES Record”. In additional with the application form, I attached a waiver letter 

in which I mentioned that all my engineering experiences are performed outside of US.  

 

 
 

Fig.7 Using NCEES record in the Application form 

 

7. Finish registration (3/2022) 

I received a notification of the registration successfully and soft certification through email 

in Mar. 2022, and the hard certificate one month later.   

 

8. Conclusion 

It took long way since I passed PE example, but I was able to register a PE license. I hope 

that this experience report will be of some help to those who are going to register for PE licenses. 

We would like to thank the JSPE member for their advice as mentors and those who provide 

References and Work Experience Certification. 

 


